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Abstract: Photonic transmitters that operate with a high data transfer rate (over 150 Gb/s) at the
O-band range (1260–1360 nm) require at least 100 milliwatts of power to overcome the power losses
that are caused by using high-speed modulators. A laser with higher power can probably handle
this requirement; however, for the transmitter system, this solution can be problematic due to the
nonlinear effects that can happen, which may lead to high noise in the transmitter system. Thus, to
solve this issue, we propose a new design of a 2 × 1 multimode interference (MMI) power combiner
using silicon nitride (SiN) slot waveguide structures. The MMI power combiner and the SiN slot
waveguide structures were optimized using the full-vectorial beam propagation method (FV-BPM)
and the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method. After combining two sources, high efficiency
was obtained of 94.8–97.6% from the total power after a short coupling length of 109.81 µm over the
O-band range with a low back reflection of 44.94 dB. Thus, the proposed device can be very useful
for combining two O-band sources to gain a higher power level, which can be utilized to improve
performances in transmitter systems.

Keywords: index terms; FV-BPM; MMI; coupler; slot-waveguide; O-band; combiner

1. Introduction

Photonic integrated circuits are attracting great interest, fueled by several recent
developments, such as the booming sector of mixed reality (MR), which includes virtual
reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) [1]. Massive efforts are being put into the VR
sector due to extensive use by military forces around the globe [2]. A VR head-up device is
a classic glasses-like device that allows the user to experience a completely virtual reality
environment generated by complex optical systems, such as high-end displays, cameras,
and iris sensors [2]. These optical systems must keep up with the user requirements, where
the body movements (hands, legs, eyes, head, etc.) are tracked, analyzed, and the data are
plotted accordingly. Thus, faster body movement speed demands more optical abilities in
these photonic systems. Optical power combiners are a main pillar optical element in VR
headsets, as they are the base of the connection between the digital world, the real world,
and the user’s eyes [3].

This high demand for transmitting data in several applications has led to the use of
high-bitrate modulator devices which can function well under this rate but with more
power losses [4]. To overcome these losses, a higher laser source power is needed with
100 milliwatts at least, or using a complex modulator structure [5]. A high-power laser may
be used to solve this issue; however, this type of laser may limit the transmitter system’s
performance due to the nonlinear effects [6,7]. Thus, a better option for obtaining a higher
power level from a standard laser is to use a waveguide coupler that can combine several
standard laser sources without nonlinear effects.

A slot waveguide is a superior waveguide [8] that can guide and confine light with a
very low power loss due to a unique property, which is strong light confinement inside
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the slot area in case of transverse magnetic or slab areas in case of transverse electric (TE)
mode [9]. This structure is based on three layers, two high index layers (slabs) and a low
index layer (slot), which ensures total internal reflection (TIR) and is an important light
confinement mechanism of the slot waveguide [10].

One more important phenomenon of the slot waveguide operation is the discontinuity
of the electric field at the boundaries between the different materials. The discontinuity is
present in the perpendicular electric field component of the electromagnetic wave in TE
mode at the slot boundaries. This analysis, which is based on Maxwell’s equations, shows
that the electric field is much more intense in the low refractive index slot region than in
the high refractive index regions, resulting in a relatively higher power density in the slot
than that in the high refractive index regions [8].

Slot waveguide structure is widely used in sensitive biochemical optical integrated
sensors, such as ring resonator-based refractometric label-based optical sensing, and nano-
opto-mechanical sensors. The conventional strip or rib waveguides are often used in
biochemical sensors based on integrated photonics. In these waveguides, the light is
guided based on total TIR in a high refractive index material, surrounded by a low refrac-
tive index material; the TIR confines light in the high refractive index material. However,
the mentioned waveguides are more wavelength-dependent than slot waveguides be-
cause of the relatively high optical interference [11]. These great abilities make the slot
waveguide a good candidate for designing new waveguide devices such as splitters [12],
demultiplexers [13,14], combiners [15], and optical amplification [16].

Multimode interference (MMI) based photonic devices is a key building block for
designing photonic integrated circuits because of their unique structure, low polarization
dependence, large bandwidth, and low excess loss [17,18]. The operation principle of MMI
devices is based on the self-imaging mechanism, which is the ability to reproduce the input
field pattern in single or multiple images at periodic intervals over the propagation axis of
the device over the waveguide [19]. MMI devices are used for many applications such as
filters [20], temperature sensors [21], splitters [22,23], and couplers [24].

Several combiners have been introduced in recent works such as diffractive, anisotropic
photonic crystal-based (photonic bandgap) combiners, and holographic combiners; holo-
graphic combiners are thin optical combiners that use diffraction to transform an incident
wavefront into another. They can be used as lenses or as non-flat mirrors and have several
applications in photonic optical systems [25].

Another widely spread photonic combiner is the photonic crystal-based (photonic
bandgap) combiner. Its structure and operating mechanism, as presented in [26], are deter-
mined by specific features such as photonic bands, photonic bandgap, resonant interaction
of photons with the periodic lattice, and constructive and destructive interferences [26];
however, one of the best known drawbacks of photonic crystal devices is the extreme cost
of fabrication.

Among the recent and many other combiners, waveguide combiners are based on
total internal reflection (TIR) propagation of the entire field in an optical waveguide,
essentially acting as a transparent periscope with a single entrance taper and often many
exit tapers. When the number of TIR bounces increases, one might refer to them as
waveguide combiners. The main components of a waveguide combiner consist of the input
and output couplers. These can be either simple prisms, microprism arrays, embedded
mirror arrays, surface relief gratings (SRGs), thin or thick analog holographic gratings,
meta-surfaces, or resonant waveguide gratings (RWGs) [3]. All of these have their specific
advantages and limitations, which will be discussed here. Waveguide combiners have been
used historically over a vast range of applications, ranging from AR combiners, such as
planar optical interconnections, to LCD backlights [27].

The photonic power combiner is a key component in transmitter systems that require
a high-power level. There are usually two types of photonic power combiners, which
are power combiners and multiplexers also called wavelength combiners. MMI couplers
can be designed as a power combiner for combining many optical signals with the same
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wavelength or different wavelengths. However, the power loss is relatively high in such
components. For example, researchers demonstrated a 4 × 1 MMI coupler that has a very
low power of 6 dB for each operated wavelength [18]. Some examples of multiplexer or
wavelength couplers based on waveguide technologies are ring-resonator filters [28], and
photonic bandgap filters [29] have been demonstrated. Wavelength combiners typically
have a short band, which can cause distortion between the operating wavelengths. In
addition, wavelength combiners in a practical system can reach a lower power level because
of the fabrication process errors, which can happen as a result of small deviations in the
dimensions of the device [30].

With the amount of information generated by 5G applications, cloud computing is
always fueling the need for increasing data bitrates and better energy-efficient photonic
interconnections in data center systems [31]. Silicon photonic transmitters depend on
high-speed modulator devices, such as micro-ring, Mach-Zehnder, and electro-absorption
devices, which are used to satisfy evolving bandwidth and energy requirements as they
can combine energy efficiency, compact footprint, and complementary metal-oxide semi-
conductor compatibility [32,33].

The back reflection is the amount of light reflected from the output waveguide; such
a phenomenon can occur due to the differences in the reflective indexes between the
waveguide materials along the boundaries. Therefore, one of the main problems that
can limit the performance of the transmitter system is the back reflection coming back to
the laser source [13]. The silicon MMI coupler can gain reflections from the self-imaging
mechanism, because of its high index difference between silicon and silica (SiO2) [13].
However, a low index material such as silicon nitride (SiN) can be a great solution because
of its good properties [34–36] such as a low refractive index, low absorption at the O-band
range, and low thermal sensitivity.

The index contrast between silicon and SiO2 or SiN and SiO2 has a great influence
on the waveguide guiding properties [37]. The index contrast in silica cladded silicon is
around 145% and this index contrast does not change significantly with the signal shift.
In a silica cladded SiN platform, the index contrast is around 35% at the O-band range.
The benefits provided by the higher index contrast of the silicon platform as compared
to the SiN platform come with the tradeoff of enhanced sensitivity of silicon devices to
nanometer-scale geometrical variations. These can come from the thickness variation of
the silicon layer or errors in the fabrication process, which means variations in width and
etch depth of the waveguides. All these results can cause effective index deviations from
the desired parameter value, which is a critical key parameter for the MMI coupler device.
Therefore, it is better to use a SiN platform for the MMI coupler that functions at the O-band
window.

In this study, we propose a new design of a 2 × 1 MMI power combiner based on SiN
slot waveguide structures that operate on the O-band spectrum under a TE polarization
mode. Optimizations of the key structure geometrical parameters were done using the full-
vectorial beam propagation method (FV-BPM) and the finite difference time domain (FDTD)
method for obtaining high power confinement, self-imaging, and higher-level power. Input
tapers and the output taper were integrated into the MMI coupler for reducing the back
reflection losses. This study shows how to design a combiner which can combine two
coherent laser sources operating in the O-band range, which can achieve better performance
results for the transmitter systems.

2. The 2 × 1 MMI Power Combiner Design and Theoretical Aspects

Figure 1a shows the refractive index profile of the slot waveguide for the two input
tapers at z = 0 µm for a 1310 nm operating wavelength. In this figure, the red color areas
are SiN with an index of 1.994 over a thickness of 348 nm, pink areas are SiO2 with an index
of 1.444 over the cover and the slot regions. The slot thickness is 98 nm and as can be seen,
it is located between the two slab layers (red color) shown in Figure 1a. Figure 1b shows a
sketch of the MMI coupler for combining two laser sources and the taper input waveguides
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and the output at the x-z plane. In this figure, WMMI is the width of the MMI coupler, LMMI
is the length of the MMI coupler and gap is the distance between the two input tapers.
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The beat length of the MMI combiner coupler is given by [15]:

Lπ ≈ 4neffWe
2

3λ
, (1)

The beat length is a key parameter that sets the MMI coupler length as shown in
Equation (3). In this equation, λ is the wavelength, neff is the mode effective index, and We
is the effective width of the MMI coupler, which depends on the polarization mode as can
be seen in Equation (2), which is given by [15]:

We = WMMI +

(
λ

π

)(
ncLad
neff

)2σ 1√
neff

2 − ncLad
2

, (2)

where σ = 0 in case of TE mode and σ = 1 for TM mode polarization. Thus, for obtaining a
more compact device it is better to select TE mode polarization. The MMI coupler length is
given by [15]:

LMMI ≈
3pLπ

4N
, (3)

where p is a positive number and N is the number of laser sources. In our study, N = 2 (two
laser sources) and p = 1, which were selected for obtaining a shorter MMI coupler length.
The insertion loss of the combiner device is described by the next expression:

Losses[dB] = −10Log10

(
Pout

NPin

)
, (4)

where Pout is the output power of the combiner and Pin is the input laser power.
The adiabatic condition rule for designing the inputs and output waveguide taper is

given by [38,39]:

θ <
λ

2Wneff
, (5)

where θ is the half-angle of the taper at the z-axis, and W is the local full width of the taper.
The rule requires that the spreading of the waveguide sidewalls needs to be slower than
the diffraction spreading of the fundamental mode, and this can happen by selecting an
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optimal waveguide taper length that satisfies this rule. Thus, the fundamental mode is
well confined inside the tapered waveguide and no mode conversion to other higher-order
modes can happen.

3. Simulation Results

The numerical investigations of the 2 × 1 MMI power combiner based on using SiN
slot-waveguide structures were performed using Rsoft-cad software. The data from FV-
BPM and FDTD results were analyzed using MATLAB codes. Figure 2a shows the solution
of the TE fundamental polarization mode and the mode profile at the x-y plane for two
Gaussian laser sources that work at 1310 nm wavelength.
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As can be seen in the red color areas, a high intensity is obtained inside the SiN layers
as expected from the light behavior under TE mode in the slot waveguide. Thus, a large
range of high intensity is obtained over the y-axis with 794 nm. This large range can be
useful for improving the light coupling adjustment between the two laser sources and the
input waveguide taper over the y-axis. It is important to clarify that Figure 2a shows the
profile of the TE fundamental polarization mode and not the physical location of the lasers.
This means that the gap between the laser can be seen, as in Figure 1a.

The gap between the two laser sources was set to 1.4 µm, for the sake of diminishing
the possibility of light coupling, as shown in Figure 2a. Usually, in classical waveguide
techniques, the spacing is set to be over 2 µm but, in our case, the slot waveguide allowed
us to gain powerful light confinement, so it could be utilized to choose a narrower gap.
According to the solutions of the TE fundamental polarization mode, we also optimized
the grid convergence size in the x-axis and the y-axis to 20 nm and the z-axis to 15 nm using
FV-BPM. These sizes were utilized for all other FV-BPM simulations.

The normalized intensity level for the two sources over the x-axis at y = 250 nm, which
is located at the SiN layer, as can be seen in Figure 2b.

The neff value was extracted by solving the fundamental mode inside the SiN slot
waveguide and its value was 1.715. To obtain a compact combiner device the width of the
MMI combiner coupler was set to 3.55 µm. We and Lπ were calculated using Equations (1)
and (2) for the TE mode operation and their results were 2.94 µm and 15.13 µm, respectively.
The optimal size of the MMI coupler length was found using FV-BPM simulations combined
with MATLAB codes and the value was 9.81 µm.

Figure 3a,b shows the optimizations of the MMI combiner coupler and the tolerance
range for the length and the width of the MMI combiner coupler. The width of the MMI
coupler tolerance range was 3.48 to 3.62 µm; this value was suitable to transmit more than
97% of the total power, as shown in Figure 3a. The length of the MMI coupler tolerance
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range was 9.6 to 10.1 µm, which was also ideal to transmit more than 97% of the total
power, as shown in Figure 3b. From the fabrication overview, these tolerance parameter
values were more than 200 nm for LMMI and 70 nm for WMMI from the optimal values.
Thus, these results are considered great for a facility with a high accuracy of ±40 nm from
the optimal geometrical parameter. These tolerance ranges could also be utilized for the
test structure measurements, which usually help to find the parameter’s geometrical errors
by comparing the experimental results to the theoretical results, as shown in Figure 3a,b.
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The input/output waveguide taper length was optimized to be suitable to the width
changing size from 0.6 to 1.318 µm, while keeping the mode solution stable, also called
the adiabatic condition of the taper. From Figure 4, it can be seen that at more than 10 µm,
a normalized power level of 97% was obtained, however this length did not match the
adiabatic condition, which is described in Equation (5). Thus, by solving the taper mode,
the suitable length was found and its value was 50 µm with a normalized power of more
than 97.5% of the total power.
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Figure 4. Optimizations of the waveguide taper length.

Figure 5a shows the light intensity profile of two Gaussian TE fields at the signal of
1.31 µm at the x-z plane. The Gaussian source was set to be 50% of the total laser power
level. It can be noted that the light intensity was combined from two sources to one source
at z = 59.81 µm. The selected gap between the two input laser sources ensured there was no
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light coupling between them, as can be seen in Figure 5a in the input taper section. After
a short light coupling of 109.81 µm, the combiner efficiency reached 97.6% from the total
input power coming from the two sources, as shown in Figure 5b. Thus, the insertion loss
could be calculated using Equation (4) at 1310 nm wavelength and the power loss value
was only 0.105 dB.
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Figure 5. 2 × 1 combiner intensity light propagation profile under TE mode: (a) plane x-z; (b) z-axis.

Figure 6 shows the normalized power as a function of the wavelength over the O-band
spectrum, and it can be seen that a high combiner efficiency range of 94.8–97.6% from the
total power was obtained. The wavelength tolerance range over the O-band was 1280 to
1330 nm, which is suitable to transmit more than 96.3% of the total power, as shown in
Figure 6. Thus, the proposed combiner could easily handle the laser wavelength drift effect,
and heat emissions during the natural working process of a laser. Therefore, this coupler
could be suitable for combining lasers and worrying less about the wavelength drift effect
over the O-band range.

The back reflection coming back from the MMI coupler into the laser source is an
undesirable phenomenon because of its potential to amplify noises in the laser system.
The back reflection can happen because of the self-imaging mechanism and the high index
differences between the index waveguide material and the cover index material. However,
in our design, the back reflection was not an issue thanks to SiN slot waveguide technology
combined with waveguide tapers, which can easily deal with the reflections coming from
the MMI coupler and the SiO2 cover area. To demonstrate the advance of using this
technology, a FDTD simulation was done to calculate the power back reflection of the
proposed combiner at the wavelength of 1310 nm. Figure 7a shows the schematic sketch
of the FDTD simulation setup, which includes the full 2 × 1 combiner design with an
additional SiN waveguide segment that is used for setting the monitor. This monitor
collects the light reflections coming back into the input waveguide tapers, as shown in
Figure 7a. The grid size for all dimensions (x-axis, y-axis, z-axis) was set to 10 nm for
obtaining good accuracy in the mesh calculation.
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Figure 7. FDTD simulation setup: (a) schematic sketch of the FDTD setup; (b) the calculation of the
back reflection based on FDTD simulation setup.

In our design, reflections could be produced at the boundaries between the cover area
and the SiN slab area, and as a side effect of the self-imaging. From the analysis of the
FDTD result, the power back reflection was found and its value was 44.94 dB. Figure 7b
shows the power back reflection in dB units as a function of cT. The cT is defined as the
light propagation direction, which in our case was the z-axis.

As expected, the proposed device did not suffer from the back reflection effect, thus
there was no need for a complex MMI coupler design such as an angled MMI coupler to
overcome the back reflection losses [15].

To understand and study the advantages of this design, we compared the proposed
combiner design to other combiner devices that were previously published. As shown
in Table 1, the main characteristics of the power combiners were compared including
dimension (length × width), number input of sources (number of sources), operation
wavelength band, insertion, loss, and back reflection. It can be seen from Table 1 that the
main benefits of the proposed design in this work compared to other combiner devices
are the low back reflection and insertion loss. These advantages could be very useful for
integrating this combiner into a transmitter system that operated at the O-band spectrum.
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Table 1. Comparison between the main characteristics of different power combiners.

Power Combiner Type Dimension (mm)
(Length × Width)

Num. of
Sources

Operation
Band

Insertion Loss
(dB)

Back Reflection
(dB) Year

MMI based on Si slot
waveguide [15] 0.00982 × 0.0035 3 C-band ~0.087 33.24 2020

MMI angled based on Si slot
waveguide [15] 0.00982 × 0.0035 3 C-band ~0.36 40 2020

MMI based on InP/InGaAsP
waveguide [40] 1.72 × 0.006 2 O-band ~0.77 - 2015

MMI based on Si3N4 slot
waveguide 0.00981 × 0.0035 2 O-band ~0.105 44.94 This

work

4. Conclusions

In this study, we have shown that it is possible to gain a higher power level using
a SiN MMI combiner in a slot waveguide structure. Using the FV-BPM algorithm, it is
proven that the SiN MMI coupler can combine two coherent Gaussian laser sources at the
operating wavelength of 1310 nm under TE mode polarization with high efficiency, over a
light propagation of 109.81 µm. The mode solution shows that TE mode has a large space
of 794 nm over the y-axis, which can improve the light coupling between the Gaussian laser
source mode and the input waveguide taper modes. The device can function with a high
intensity range of 94.8–97.6% of the total power over the O-band range. Thus, this device
has good sensitivity to the laser wavelength drift that can happen in transmitter systems
that work at the O-band range because of the heating laser process.

This study shows that is not necessarily efficient to use a laser with a higher power
level (more than 100 milliwatts) to overcome the power losses that happen because of
using a high-speed modulator such as MZM. Instead, it is better to use the proposed power
combiner that efficiently combines two standard lasers into one waveguide source with
the same level of power of more than 100 milliwatts. Thus, the transmitter system does
not need to deal with nonlinear effects that can happen because of using a laser with
higher-level power, and the proposed solution is cheaper due to the fact that a complex
laser is an expensive cost.

From the results, it is proven that the width and the length of the MMI coupler can
overcome large deviations in the dimensions, which makes this coupler very robust for
the fabrication process. Furthermore, FDTD was used to show the advance of using SiN
slot waveguides and taper waveguides to obtain a very low back reflection of 44.94 dB.
Thus, this study can be used for combining two coherent laser sources that function at the
O-band and are integrated into a high-speed transmitter system for improving the channel
performances. In future research, this study can be utilized to understand how to combine
multiple coherent or non-coherent laser sources at the O-band window to obtain a higher
level of power in transmitter systems. The problematic issue with non-coherent sources
can be dealt with using a phase-shifter or heater, which can be added to the waveguide for
solving the phase matching.
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